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Account Our Still Small Voice 

 

 

F1: [Well lemme put it terms that it's easier for me to say and not have to 
go into the details of how I know but] 
R1: The porno offers Lockheed doesn't know I could fight Inez said 
him refer easy. (In)stead it's some rotten debt he'll pay my wool. 
F = 0:00:06 to 0:00:14, R = 0:00:06 to 0:00:14 

- How Bill knows is connected to some sort of porn offers that 
Lockheed is not aware of Bill being able to use to fight with 
(knowledge of porn connected to leverage in some way?) connected 
to fighting someone named Inez or a metaphor represented by a 
person named Inez connected to an easy referral. But, instead in 
some way, there is a rotten deal connected to a debt where payment 
is made connected to pulling the wool over someone’s eyes or pulling 
the wool over a group of peoples’ eyes. 

F2: The technology is [easy to describe and easy to talk about] 
R2: Starbuck cost if he's eatin' of the ark's seduce-easy. 
F = 0:00:47 to 0:00:52, R = 0:00:48 to 0:00:52 

- There is a cost for buying into/partaking of, this space man 
technology because it is connected to eating an aspect of the soul in 
some way being sold through seductions. This is likely to be talking 
about programming humans to interfere with their free will undetected 
so that it affects personality and who they are supposed to be versus 
who an idiot transhuman programmer wants to cowardly force people 
to be without their knowledge or consent. 

 

F3: Dozens if not hundreds of vehicles that are more than capable of space 
flight and [make it so we would have a fleet of vehicles that would be] 
seemingly extra-terrestrial. 
R3: Pave the words all-pay-vrils provide a will. Whore stick him. 
F = 0:01:08 to 0:01:26, R = 0:01:16 to 0:01:24 



- The winds of change are paved by The Whore, likely The Whore Ai 
connected to the will of a Nazi secret society (likely the Global 
Transhuman Syndicate) and the Whore harming him. It’s not clear 
who him is referring to. The whore metaphor seems to be alluding to 
the Whore of Babylon who forced a worldview on people she 
conquered. Those not destroyed were subverted. And, God’s people 
were attacked through governmental persecution and through 
seduction and idolatry. 

 

F4: [So at that point all possibilities lead to the same Rubicon.] 
R4: Mouse kill. Massive immune see door to south wall. ALF guide us. 
F = 0:11:24 to 0:11:30, R = 0:11:24 to 0:11:30 

- Mice (likely people) in a trap are killed. A large number who are 
immune in some way see a doorway of some kind to overcome the 
past and/or move in a successful direction in some way are guided by 
A.I. to an obstacle and/or to overcoming separations in the mind, and 
or to have hope of overcoming an obstacle.  

- This just sounds like the Ai death trap I’ve seen described elsewhere. 
So, it describes people being used as lab experiments being  killed. 
And, massive people being led into an obstruction by Ai with the 
promise of immunity. So this just looks to be the Covid story being 
told by Bill Brockbrader so far. 

 

 


